
Millennium Recycling sees big change with big baler from Bollegraaf

Millennium Recycling in Sioux Falls, SD bought a refurbished Bollegraaf HBC-140 baler from distributor 
VAN DYK Recycling Solutions to handle commercial OCC and fiber from a residential single stream system

Because large used Bollegraafs very rarely come on the market, Jake Anderson, owner and 
president of Millennium, jumped at the chance. As Scott Jable, Midwest Regional Manager for  
VAN DYK, says, “most used Bollegraafs are smaller models, having been traded in for upgrades  
to larger machines.”

Millennium is seeing success with the new machine. Anderson says, “We’ve already seen an  
increase in production.”

With the Bollegraaf HBC-140, Millennium can produce bales at the following speeds:
•  OCC— 1 every 85 seconds (2100-2200 lbs, 60”)
•  ONP— 1 every 60 seconds (2600 lbs, 60”)
•  Magazines— 1 every 70 seconds (2600-3000 lbs, 54-60”)

These numbers prove that the Bollegraaf HBC-140 can bale at remarkable rates, including OCC at 45 tons per hour and ONP at 78 tons per hour.

VAN DYK Recycling Solutions is North America’s leading designer and system supplier of world-class recycling and recovery technology, and the 
exclusive distributor of Bollegraaf, Lubo, and TITECH machinery. We specialize in proven technology in the fields of sizing, sorting, recovery, and 
baling of recyclables. Our systems provide solutions for single stream, commercial waste, C&D, MSW, waste-to-energy/fuel, presorted plastics, 
and e-waste markets. Technologies in our arsenal include high-capacity pre-press flap balers, sensor based sorters, PaperMagnets®, Star-
Screens®, PaperSpikes®, density separators, air systems, trommel screens, and more. Boasting 2,400 profitable plants, our turnkey service 
fully equips with design, installation, training, and superior, lifelong support.
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